
Mandala
MRS RAS



Open illustrator



Use the polygon tool and pull a 8 
sided poly



Select>deselect
choose the line tool and from the very middle to the 
octagon pull a line that goes to a corner



Add 7 more lines connecting the 
middle to the corners
add a new layer and lock the last



Choose one pizza slice to make your design in
using your pen tool create 1 curved line. To end the path 
press ESC



Use the selection tool and click on the new line, 
choose a type of line you like and change the 
stroke size



In the same slice create a S curve



Create a curved line that overlapps



Create a “closed path” a shape with 
a fill



Create at least one more curved line



add at least 10 straight lines…. Think of 
these as accents and starbursts



Add at least 4 shapes. Filled or not



Using the selection tool, select all lines 
in the triangle, 
edit< Copy



Edit>paste
object> transform>reflect



Move it so it mirrors the last one you 
did and fits in the triangle next to it



Using your selection select both 
designs and
Edit>copy



Edit Paste and fill in the remainder or 
the mandala



Find and copy a color wheel (this will 
only be for reference) 



IN A NEW LAYER BELOW your 
mandala, paste your color wheel, 
then lock that layer



Using your direct selection tool select one path 
double click on the stroke color
try to match the color with the color its on top of



Continue to select and change the 
color of the line to the colors of the 
color wheel.  



To select the multiple lines or shapes at 
once hold shift and click on multiple 
points



Every once and a while toggle off the color wheel to see the progress 
you are making and evaluate if you like or need to alter an color



Continue coloring each line until there 
is no more black lines!



Add the mandala to your portfolio



On  google look for a portriat photo
right click >copy image



In Photoshop create a new file
using a 11 by 8 in or 8 by 11 in



Edit>paste
Edit>free transform
scale it without warping it!!!!!!!!!



Image>adjustment>black and white



Choose your Magnetic lasso tool and 
select main portrait
we will be deleting the background



Once the marching ants are around 
your selection click the selection and 
mask button



Play with the setting so smooth and 
feather out your selection the press 
“ok”



Now that you are back to marching 
ants 
Edit>copy



Toggle off your layer
edit paste



Add a layer below your pasted  layer
and paint it with the paint bucket tool 
black



ON THE portrait pasted layer 
image adjustment>brightness and 
contrast



On the portrait layer 
right click and duplicate the layer and 
drag it to the bottom of your layer list



Add a filter to the top portriat



Go to your mandala
copy your mandala



Paste it into photoshop
choose Pixel



Drag the mandala layer between the 
portrait layer and background



On the mandala layer change the 
Layer mode



PASTE IN ANOTHER MANDALA AND 
THIS TIME PLACE IT ON TOP OF THE 
PORTIAT AND CHOOSE A LAYER MODE



ADD AT LEAST 1 MORE MANDALAS 
AND ARRANGE THEM HOWEVER 
LOOKS GOOD



Bring that duplicated portrait piece to 
the top of the layer list



Add a filter now to the top portrait 
layer



Play with the layer mode of that top 
portrait layer



When happy, select all layer and right 
click and merge layer



Add a filter to your overall image
try “accented edges”



Filter>render>lensflare



Now you are done and add it to your 
portfolio in addition to just your 
mandala
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